Workshop on Mentoring and Facilitation
Co-led by Sabine Suorsa and Mikhail Nemilentsev

AGENDA
11.00-11.20 Mentoring:
- How to make an effective mentoring progamme?
-

-

Case: Startup Passion(off-site) and Baltic Explorers(online)

-

Case: enpact

What does it take to become a good mentor?

11.20-11.45

Work in breakout groups

11.45-12.00

Virtual coffee break

12.00-12.20 Facilitation:
- Why facilitation?
-

-

Case: i2i

-

Case: Introducing PhD and Postdoc students to entrepreneurship

How to facilitate entrepreneurially?

12.20-12.45

Work in breakout groups

12.45-13.00

Q&A and wrap-up

Valuable Links:
• https://www.balticexplorers.eu
Startup Passion MOOC
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTedhWO4tIA&t=22s
Startup Passion – Documentary
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7KokN0tfMM
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDydl1QE2fA
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOyedJGyrCQ
Enpact
• https://enpact.org/#/
• https://enpact.org/entrepreneurial-support/mentoring/#/

MENTORING

Questions for mentoring
• What are the pains and gains in mentoring between
mentor and mentee?
• If you compare traditional f2f mentoring and online
mentoring, what differences come to your mind?
• What are the opportunities of online mentoring in the
future? (pains and gains)

FACILITATION

Facilitation and Facilitators
•

Facilitation is the act of engaging participants in creating,
discovering, and applying learning insights.

•

five facilitation tactics to help keep learners engaged:
1) Define success ahead of time, so activities can be designed to help
learners achieve a specific goal.
2) Prepare relentlessly, including self-preparation, preparing the
learning environment, and preparing the content. When moving
from an in-person classroom to a virtual environment, follow
these facilitation tips.
3) Start with impact so that learners are excited, empowered, and
involved from the beginning.
4) Keep learners engaged throughout the session by including a
variety of learning experiences, such as questions, role plays,
practice exercises, and opportunities for learners to share their
experiences and learn from one another.
5) Manage dysfunction that occurs when a learner, whether
consciously or unconsciously, expresses displeasure with the
training purpose, content, method, or outside factors.

Source: https://www.td.org/talent-development-glossary-terms/what-is-facilitation

Valuable links and experience
• I2i  Idea to Innovation
A special programme for PhD and postdoc students to explore their
research work into a possible entrepreneurial journey
https://www.cranfield.ac.uk/som/events/i2i
• i2i by the Keen Project
Knowledge-Empowered Entrepreneurship Network
http://www.keenetwork.com/
http://www.keenetwork.com/i2i-follow-up.html

Facilitation skills
The best facilitators, however, demonstrate
the following skills:
• Listening. A facilitator needs to listen •
actively and hear what every learner or
team member is saying.
• Questioning. A facilitator should be
skilled in asking questions that are
open ended and stimulate discussion.
• Problem solving. A facilitator should
be skilled at applying group problemsolving techniques, including:
•
• defining the problem
• determining the cause
• considering a range of solutions
• weighing the advantages and
disadvantages of solutions
•
• selecting the best solution
• implementing the solution
• evaluating the results.
• Resolving conflict. A facilitator should •
recognize that conflict among group
members is natural and, as long as it’s
expressed politely, does not need to be

suppressed. Conflict should be
expected and dealt with constructively.
Using a participative style. A
facilitator should encourage all learners
or team members to actively engage
and contribute in meetings, depending
on their individual comfort levels. This
includes creating a safe and
comfortable atmosphere in which
group members are willing to share
their feelings and opinions.
Accepting others. A facilitator should
maintain an open mind and not criticize
ideas and suggestions offered by
learners or group members.
Empathizing. A facilitator should be
able to “walk a mile in another’s shoes”
to understand the learners’ or team
members’ feelings.
Leading. A facilitator must be able to
keep the training or meeting focused
toward achieving the outcome
identified beforehand.

Source: https://www.td.org/talent-development-glossary-terms/what-is-facilitation

Questions for facilitation
• What are the challenges of effective facilitation?
• Discuss examples of good and bad facilitation from your
professional and study experience.
• Facilitator is a good leader? Or could it be more as that?
How important is leadership in learning experiences?

